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Cast of Characters

Yan: late 20s, nonbinary, AFAB

(they/them)

Lolo: late 20s, transmasculine

(they/he)

Max: early 30s, waiter/bartender,

genderqueer (they/them),

tall, nicely built

Dave: mid 30s, cis (he/him)



Love Chicken Character Breakdown 
Maddox Pennington 

 
 
Yan — Late 20s, nonbinary, AFAB (they/them). Yan and Lolo have been best friends since 
meeting on the first day of college--but their relationship has not been simple or straightforward. 
Aware of Lolo’s feelings, Yan still deals with internalized shame and self-doubt about their 
gender identity, and makes choices out of fear rather than confidence. That’s what makes them 
attracted to Dave’s stability. Despite working in a communications field, Yan doesn’t always 
know how to express themselves, and over the course of the play this is exposed and pushed to 
its limit. Having come through a personal and relationship crisis that led to separating from 
Dave, they’re back together but their motives and expectations for the future are unclear.  
 
Lolo — Late 20s, transmasculine (they/he). Lolo has been in love with Yan since shortly after 
they met, though Yan was never available for a serious relationship. While he’s never had 
trouble making friends, Lolo’s recently experienced an unwelcome shift in his formerly tight-knit 
social scene that he assumes is related to gender transition, as he moves to a “different 
category” of queerness. In actuality, it’s because Yan’s been lying about getting back together 
with Dave and nobody can stand to tell Lolo--but when the play begins, Lolo’s trying to repair 
the fissure with a weekend “sleepover.” Confident, exuberant, silly, Lolo flirts without expectation 
of return--which is why they’re especially pleased when Max returns their interest.  
 
Max — early 30s, waiter/bartender, genderqueer (they/them). Raised by icons in the DC drag 
community, Max has often felt like a wallflower by comparison to their colorful parents. 
Accepting and comfortable with themselves, Max is someone people just open up to, but they 
don’t always find the same opportunities to open up themselves. Max is proof that “coming out” 
and expressing gender and sexuality doesn’t have to be an ordeal or traumatizing--not that 
they’re a stranger to negative reactions, their parents are drag royalty. But Max has always 
been able to take a certain level of acceptance for granted, so they have little patience with 
people who struggle as Dave does. But they’re also a mensch, and attracted to Lolo’s 
open-hearted enthusiasm.  
 
Dave — mid 30s, cis (he/him). Thinks of himself as a “typical” guy without actually examining 
where all that “typical” stuff comes from. Fairly traditional in his relationships, family dynamics; 
attracted to the things that make Yan different and special, but lacking the insight or 
self-reflection to understand what implications that might have. The type of guy who “doesn’t 
really believe in therapy” though of course it’s so helpful to other people. He’s not beyond hope, 
though.  

 
*A note on casting: Yan and Dave are the only characters for whom specifics of gender 
identity are relevant--Max and Lolo will ideally be played queer and/or trans actors who might 
use any and all pronouns or experience “transition” in any number of ways. When it comes to 
Max and Lolo, any pronouns are welcome. Similarly, casting actors of any race, ethnicity or 
disability status is enthusiastically encouraged. 



ACT I

Scene 1: The Diner

Sunday morning. A bare stage with a small

bistro-style dining table on it, a railing behind

it, and four chairs. Maybe the corner of a cafe

protrudes into the scene (it can be the back of

the cabin for later) YAN--pronounced Yahn,

they/them--and LOLO (they/he) come in from

opposite directions. Lolo sits down on one side of

the table, Yan stands behind the chair on the

other and leans on it.

Punctuation key: Em dash means an abrupt stop but

energy moving forward, often an interruption. An

ellipses is a brief pause, searching for a thought

or trailing off.

YAN:

What I don’t want to tell you is, what if this is a

terrible idea.

LOLO:

You mean ask me.

YAN:

What?

LOLO:

What you don’t want to ask me is, "What if this is a

terrible idea."

YAN:

(irritated pause)

What I don’t want to tell you is, I am worried this is

a terrible idea.

LOLO:

It wasn’t your idea, so why do you care if it’s

terrible?

YAN:

Because I want to stay in your life, and also, I want

you to be happy.

LOLO:

Which is more important to you, if it came down to it?

YAN:

You’re going to make me choose between your happiness

and our friendship?
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LOLO:

(lightly defiant)

Maybe.

YAN:

And you don’t see why I might be afraid this is a

terrible idea?

Yan takes their seat as MAX, a cute nonbinary

waiter appears

MAX:

Ok folks, I have your egg sandwiches here, I’ll be back

to refill that coffee. Can I get you anything else?

YAN & LOLO TOGETHER:

Hot sauce, please

MAX:

(taking a bottle out of their pocket)

Saw you coming.

They leave

LOLO:

So many people want to tell me what the right way to do

this is. So many people--from the genderqueer affinity

group, and the Al-Anon meetings, the top surgery

support group--

YAN:

Have we considered maybe the problem is too many

support groups.

LOLO:

I need support!

YAN:

And you deserve support! But I think you want a magic

combination of supportive perspectives that will

finally say what you want to hear.

LOLO:

It’s not about what I want.

YAN:

What you need, then.

LOLO:

What I don’t need is multiple people telling me I’m

moving forward the wrong way.
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YAN:

Can I ask an unpopular question?

LOLO:

What could it possibly matter if the question is--

YAN:

--Who is actually telling you that you’re doing this

wrong?

LOLO:

In so many words?

YAN:

In any number of sounds or syllabes, technically

understood as words, and directed at you, yes.

LOLO:

...it’s not what they say, it’s how they don’t say it.

YAN:

Lolo--

LOLO:

Last time I went to one of those transmasc board game

nights, it was like an 8th grade dance but instead of

guys on one wall and girls on the other, it was guys

who’d medically transitioned on one wall and

genderqueer people on the other. Nobody was dancing--

YAN:

You said it was game night, why would they--

LOLO:

Don’t do that. Don’t do that. What I’m telling you is,

the rejection is palpable. I’m rejected, palpably.

YAN:

What happens if you stop taking the fact that they

don’t approach you as rejection?

LOLO:

It’s not them--Maybe I’m not lovable. I’m not even

smoochable, apparently. And that can’t be my fault!

Max walks by, carrying plates, heading to another

table

LOLO: (cont’d)

Max! Look at these lips! Aren’t they good lips?!

Max gives them an "I’m working" face, indicating

the plates and looks heaven-ward
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YAN:

(trying to get Lolo to focus)

Doesn’t that suggest they are the assholes, if you’re

just doing your best?

LOLO:

I guess.

YAN:

I wish they didn’t make you so unhappy.

LOLO:

I don’t remember it being this hard the first time I

came out. Or when you came out.

YAN:

You mean except for the part where my husband

repeatedly insisted I couldn’t be nonbinary because he

couldn’t be gay?

LOLO:

Fuck Dave, man.

YAN:

You think gender transition is offensive to lesbians,

try marriage to a straight man.

LOLO:

Honestly? A real faux pas.

YAN:

Tell me about it. But the thing is nobody would tell me

about it. They just went "...oh" and turned to talk to

someone else at brunch.

LOLO:

(sarcastic)

Fortunately you’d never judge people like that.

YAN:

(unapologetic)

Oh I am hugely fucking judgmental. That’s why my

reaction to any social environment is to identify the

kindred spirits and poach them into my own group.

LOLO:

Ethical Non-Monogafriends.

YAN:

I find "nog" upsetting, but yes. Hey, speaking...

speaking of marrying straight men...
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LOLO:

(makes a buzzer noise)

NOPE, I am on a strictly non-Dave news diet. Unless

he’s dead. Oh Yan, is he dead?

YAN:

He’s not dead, in fact a few weeks ago he called--

LOLO:

Yan. You know I believe in and treasure your feelings

but where Dave is concerned I think they are, to put it

bluntly, absolutely useless.

YAN:

(sighing)

There’s something else I don’t want to tell you.

LOLO:

Then it’ll have to wait until you actually want to tell

me. (redirecting) So, your advice is, rather than

holding a festive sleepover as an audition for a new

chosen family, I should just... be friends with my

friends. Even though they have been REAL WEIRD about my

transition.

YAN:

(resigned)

To boil it all down, that is my recommendation.

LOLO:

What if I don’t want to boil all my friends.

YAN:

What?

LOLO:

You just suggested I boil my friends down into some

sort of... family syrup.

Max reappears in time to hear this.

YAN:

I feel like there is no way I did that. You can’t

expect me to speak in metaphors, I haven’t finished my

coffee yet.

Max is about to pour into Yan’s cup when they say

this.

MAX:

Oh, sorry!
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YAN:

Oh no, please, I’d definitely like some more.

Lolo smirks. Max smiles, refills the coffee,

LOLO:

Let’s ask them.

YAN:

Why--

LOLO:

Max, let’s say a friend of yours who’d recently

embarked upon a gender transition invited you--

YAN:

--And a bunch of exes--

LOLO:

Not your exes, because you don’t have that many,

but...an assortment of exes

YAN:

--to a cabin full of board games, for a weekend.

MAX:

I think that sounds like a great idea.

YAN & LOLO TOGETHER:

Really?!

MAX:

Yeah! I love a trainwreck.

YAN & LOLO TOGETHER:

Oh.

LOLO:

You think it sounds like a great bad idea.

YAN:

That makes more sense. (to Lolo) What I don’t want to

tell you is, a sleepover for grown-ups could be great,

but you are going to be disappointed, no matter what

happens.

LOLO:

But Yan--Lolopalooza! Queerchella!

MAX:

You could call it Bottomaroo--
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LOLO:

(delighted)

Speak for yourself.

YAN:

It is not going to be a bottle episode of Generation Q

where at the end, everyone becomes a big dysfunctional

family.

LOLO:

Ugh I would love a big dysfunctional queer family!

YAN:

Would you?

LOLO:

(defiantly)

I think it’s going to be great.

Yan pulls out their wallet, passes a card to Max

MAX:

(to Lolo)

I hope, for your sake, it is great.

Max leaves to run the card. Lolo watches them go.

LOLO:

Maybe we should invite Max.

YAN:

What happened to only inviting potential family?

LOLO:

I didn’t put that much thought into it.

YAN:

Lolo, you’ve been obsessing over this for weeks.

LOLO:

So maybe some of the board games involve kissing.

YAN:

LOLO.

LOLO:

(matching their tone)

YAN! (more normally) Aren’t you always ranting about

how queer people are reliving adolescence they didn’t

get to have?!
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YAN:

I was referring to the resurgence of Lisa Frank. Also,

cropped overalls. Are the kids alright?

LOLO:

Ohh. So not "spin the bottle". Or "seven in heaven."

YAN:

Who even PLAYED "seven in heaven" in real life?

LOLO:

Teenagers in the 80s

YAN:

In movies written in the 90s by adults who were

teenagers in the 70s.

LOLO:

(as though Yan is proving their point)

Which we watched in real life. I can’t believe this.

So, if I were to nominate you and Max to go into a

private room for seven minutes and make out you’d--

MAX:

Here’s your card back (squinting to read the name on

it) Wait, did I grab the wrong--

YAN:

(flushing)

Paper trail hasn’t caught up with the...life...trail.

MAX:

(handing the card back)

Sorry, force of habit. Been there. Thanks Yan.

LOLO:

Thanks Max. (to Yan) And, seriously, thanks. I always

appreciate when you tell me things you don’t want to

tell me.

Yan signs the receipt and passes it back to Max,

who smiles and leaves

YAN:

Thanks Max. You’re welcome, Lo. I really do just want

you to be happy. Not disappointed. And--

(looking around before whispering)

--not locking your friends in backrooms together like

some kind of Love Is Blind brothel.

LOLO:

Who said anything about locking?
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YAN:

Your exact words were, "they should think there’s no

escape."

LOLO:

When you put it that way it sounds like a Bisexual

Black Mirror episode.

YAN:

Exactly.

LOLO:

Are you going to help me plan this or not.

YAN:

Fine but the keys are staying in my pocket.

BLACKOUT
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Scene 2: The Plan

Wednesday. Same cafe, mid-day. Yan and Lolo are

sitting in opposite positions, each with a laptop

on the table; Lolo is wearing headphones. Max

refills iced coffee.

LOLO:

(into headphone mic)

Ok great--so Laura is in but only if Felix is out.

YAN:

(scrolling through phone)

Felix is out--they have jury duty.

LOLO:

(covering the mic)

On a long weekend?

YAN:

They never updated their address so they have to fly

back to Indiana

LOLO:

Oh god.

(back to the mic)

Thanks Tasha, tell Laura we are good to go, Felix will

be otherwise engaged.

(pause)

Cool.

(pause)

Any board game requests?

(pause, then, irritated)

We are absolutely really having board games, what part

of the ultimate summer camp sleepover was--. Well look

at the invite again, we don’t have time for stupid

questions.

(pause; flatly)

Thank you for the feedback, Tasha, you make a good

point and I will try to be more mindful.

They click off their mic and take out their

headphones.

YAN:

You said "stupid."

LOLO:

I did

YAN:

And what does that make you?
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LOLO:

(sighing)

Part of the problem.

YAN:

So unbecoming.

LOLO:

How can everybody be so right and so annoying at the

same time.

Max appears with croissants on a plate

MAX:

Because we’re all doing our best as the products of a

broken system.

YAN:

How do you do that??

MAX:

I have the table wired.

Yan makes a face. Lolo looks at the underside of

the table. Max shrugs.

MAX:

You’re both very loud.

LOLO:

See, right and annoying. Max, I think you should come

to my sleepover.

MAX:

Not unless Felix is going to be there.

LOLO:

(glares)

Not funny!

YAN:

A little funny.

LOLO:

Ok that’s Tasha, Laura, and Micah taken care of. How’s

your side coming?

YAN:

This has such chaotic wedding party energy.

LOLO:

But it’s the wedding in Beetlejuice where Lydia’s in

the red dress. Does that movie hold up? I could put it

on the In Case of Rain list.
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(Lolo picks up a pad and pen)

YAN:

No. Geena Davis and Catherine O’Hara and Winona are all

perfect, but there’s a lot of ... gropiness from

Michael Keaton.

LOLO:

(crossing it back off the list)

Ugh ok we’re down to Torch Song Trilogy and season 2 of

Pose. So who’s coming?

YAN:

If Felix is out, and Micah and Artax are in, that’s

three.

LOLO:

Artax....the sad horse from the Never-Ending Story...

is what they settled on?

Both holding determinedly blank faces

YAN:

I support every trans person’s right to self-name.

LOLO:

As do I. Fundamental rights begin at home.

YAN:

Artax is a name.

LOLO:

Artax is certainly... the name they have.

YAN:

(rereading email)

Oh wait--thank god, they’ve moved on to Triton.

LOLO:

oh thank god.

YAN:

And they want to bring someone.

LOLO:

A new person?? They promised me no more new people!

YAN:

You wanted a network, a network needs outside

connections to...you know....work. In a net-like

fashion.

Max walks by with the water pitcher
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LOLO:

Nobody else gets a plus one!

YAN:

Nobody else needs someone who knows how to use an

epipen.

MAX:

I know how to use an epipen.

Lolo grabs their non-pitcher hand.

LOLO:

Max will you PLEASE come on this trip so we can tell

our old friends "we didn’t come here to make new

friends" without endangering their lives?

MAX:

(genuinely surprised and pleased)

Wish I could, Lo! I ...have plans this weekend. But I

can’t wait to hear all about it. Loudly, from across

the restaurant.

LOLO:

(throwing their hand away)

Ugh, whose side are you on.

YAN:

Lolo!

LOLO:

Ugh, I respect your choices and affirm your autonomy,

Max.

MAX:

That’s very big of you, Lolo.

LOLO:

(reading their email again)

Hang on I have to call Tasha back, now she feels bad

about dis-inviting Felix. UGH. FEELINGS.

Lolo picks up their phone and walks offstage as

Max collects their empty dishes and Yan snags a

left-behind half croissant.

BLACKOUT.
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Scene 3: The Cabin

Friday night. On the porch of a cabin (on wheels

or a turntable setup, or just a facade that can

turn and slide out of the way) somewhere woodsy,

Lolo paces in front of a screen door, rubbing

their arms and trying to keep warm as they peer in

the windows, next to a weekend’s worth of luggage

piled up on the porch. The lights are on inside,

and as the stage lights come up we hear a crash

and a shriek.

LOLO:

Yan! Are you ok? Did you get it?

YAN:

(muffled from inside)

I’m not sure, but I don’t see it anywhere.

Yan comes through the screen door on to the porch

holding a broom.

LOLO:

I hope you didn’t get any bat guts on the broom

YAN:

Gross. No, I didn’t get a good whack at it, but the

back window’s broken now so I’m just going to give it a

few minutes to do the right thing and escape.

Yan ducks, thinking they see the bat

LOLO:

You have a lot of faith in the bat’s moral compass.

YAN:

(still distracted by the bat)

I bet it’s not the only one looking for a back door

before the weekend’s over.

LOLO:

That’s it, you’ve hit your quota of shitty things to

say about the weekend. Nobody made you be here--

YAN:

You made me be here

LOLO:

I made your car be here, you could have decided to let

me borrow it.
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YAN:

(poking at the eaves with the broom)

What I don’t want to tell you is, I hate your driving.

LOLO:

It doesn’t seem like you don’t want to tell me that.

You tell me that a lot.

YAN:

(rummaging in a bag on the porch for a

hat)

Anyway, it was just the storm window, we won’t freeze

to death.

LOLO:

Why is it so much colder in the mountains anyway? We

were having lunch on a sunny patio just like five

minutes ago.

YAN:

(looking pointedly at Lolo’s outfit,

which has clearly been chosen for

cuteness, not weather-resistance)

Must be climate change.

LOLO:

Do you hear a car turning off the road?

They pause to listen for distant gravel crunching;

Yan is gathering bags to carry inside.

YAN:

That’s probably Triton, or maybe just Dave

Lolo stops moving and stands very still.

LOLO:

That’s probably who?

YAN:

(not noticing Lolo’s dangerous

stillness)

Dave, he said he’d bring us the sleeping bags and

marshmallows I forgot--(realizing too late)--Shit.

LOLO:

What were you going to do? Throw a stick in the woods

and hope I’d go chase it, while you invited your shitty

ex-husband into my sacred summer camp?

YAN:

(faltering)

(MORE)
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YAN: (cont’d)
I thought you’d be inside stress-eating graham crackers

and I could just say somebody’s Door Dash got lost, or

something. It’s only going to take two minutes.

LOLO:

Wait, since when are you even talking to Dave? Are you

going to get un-divorced now?!

YAN:

Technically... we never legally separated, we just...

took some time apart. After I found my sublet, and he

found a new job... somewhere in there we started

talking again.

LOLO:

You told me you were filing! "Somewhere in there"? When

did all this happen? HOW could all this happen?

YAN:

It happened! He’s not a monster or anything.

LOLO:

He is.

YAN:

Relationships are complicated. He called, we met up to

hear one another out about the whole...situation..and

then one thing led to another and...

LOLO:

What? Led to what?

YAN:

....I’m pregnant

LOLO:

You fucking are NOT, what a goddamn cliche. Ok, I’m an

asshole, I’m sorry, but after all the shit he gave you

over that pregnancy scare, he turns around and knocks

you up during breakup sex, are you FUCKING--

YAN:

Ok no, I’m not--I’m not pregnant. But--aren’t you

relieved? That’s how I felt when I realized I didn’t

have to throw away a five year relationship just

because Dave needed--

LOLO:

Because Dave needed a firm slap to the face once a day

for many, many days.
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YAN:

Dave needed some time. It was a lot of news for a guy

who’d never--It wasn’t all his fault, you may recall.

LOLO:

Yan. I love you. I don’t like anybody, really, but I

love you, which is why you can trust me when I say Dave

is bad news. He’s not even news. He’s like a bad

catalog. He’s Skymall. He’s the fucking Pennysaver.

YAN:

Can you keep your voice down? He’ll be here in a few

minutes and I would like it if you weren’t shitty to

him, please.

LOLO:

I won’t be shitty. I won’t be anything.

Lolo slams inside and smashes the inner door

closed behind them. Yan sighs, buries their head

in their hands for a minute. Their phone rings.

YAN:

Hello? Hey I can barely---you’re at the main road? THE

MAIN ROAD? Service is so-- listen I’ll just text you.

Park where you are and I’ll come find you. I SAID

PARK--yes. 5 minutes.

(calling inside)

Lo, I’m going to drive to the main road and meet him,

ok, so it won’t ruin the sanctuary. Lolo? (sigh)

YAN walks offstage to an implied car; lights pan

across the house and the sound of tires crunching

on gravel fades into the distance...then

immediately crunches back and lights pan across,

as another car pulls in and parks. From offstage,

sound of door opening and closing, keys jingling,

locking "beep." MAX walks across the clearing up

to the porch.

MAX:

Cute.

They step up on the porch, knock lightly on the

door, open it and enter, letting the screen close

quietly behind them. A moment. Then a startled

screech from inside and a sound like a box being

thrown.
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Scene 4: The Living Room

The cabinfront turns around or lifts to reveal a

cozy interior, a back wall and two partial sides.

A window on one side has a broom-inflicted hole in

it. Lolo is standing on a couch clutching a

Twister mat to their chest like a bedsheet and

looking stunned. Max is holding their hands out in

a placating way, holding a Battleship box in one

hand.

LOLO:

(startled)

WHAT THE FUCK

MAX:

(placating)

Lolo?

LOLO:

(louder)

MAX?!

They climb down off the couch and try to fold up

the Twister mat, give up, then crumple and toss it

behind the couch.

MAX:

...Hi...(making calming gestures) Sorry, I sometimes

forget my manners when people start throwing shit at

me.

LOLO:

(a little out of breath)

Sorry about that. Um, come in. Have a seat. Also

(politely) what the fuck are you doing here?!

MAX:

Is uh...Triton here? He invited me to a mountain

hiking...thing. He did not mention you were his host. I

had no idea this was the thing you and Yan had been

fomenting on the patio all week. I--

LOLO:

I hope you brought Triton’s fucking epipens because I

am 100% sneaking shellfish into his fried rice later.

MAX:

(taking it a little personally)

Sorry, I can go--I know it’s probably weird--.
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LOLO:

(wait no, it’s not you!)

No, don’t--I’m really glad--(a breath)--stupid Yan is

right, networking means... accepting expansions to

one’s network.

They settle tentatively down on opposite ends of a

couch, both Very Aware they’ve never been in the

same room that wasn’t the restaurant before.

MAX:

Is networking really what this weekend is all about?

LOLO:

I could say "community building" or I could look myself

in the face again someday. What I want are more queer

and trans friends who like eachother. Well who like me.

People who will hang together, look out for one

another. I clearly can’t count on stupid fucking Yan.

They both relax a little. Lolo starts playing with

a fringed blanket on the couch, Max reaches to the

coffee table to sift through the games piled on

it.

MAX:

So you want a family ...

They hold up a card game with big red hearts all

over it, one of those flirty 21 question games.

... That you make out with.

LOLO:

(taking the game, sheepishly)

Sometimes. That’s where the new people come in.

MAX:

And "stupid fucking Yan"?

LOLO:

Oh. It’s nothing. Ok, I get that it’s majorly

hypocritical of me to gatekeep while complaining about

every community that’s ever gatekept me, but of all the

straight men they could have married and then separated

from and then APPARENTLY reconciled with, Yan’s picked

the VERY straightest.

MAX:

I didn’t think Dave was that bad. Yan brought him to

the cafe--
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LOLO:

Yan brought him to the CAFE?! Did he mark his territory

like a German shepherd? Did he introduce himself to you

with a "no homo" handshake? Jesus.

MAX:

I think they just had breakfast but you know, they

seemed to really enjoy it. Once Yan stopped crying.

LOLO:

Which kind of crying? "How could you call me unnatural"

crying or "You win, I can no longer fight this, please

don’t hurt my family, you blackmailing bastard" crying?

MAX:

It seemed like happy crying but I don’t actually have

the tables bugged. Where is Yan? I thought they’d be

here to... hold things together

LOLO:

We had a fight when they told me about Dave.

(explaining unnecessarily, with heat) I hate Dave!

MAX:

Clearly.

A pause

LOLO:

(overly casual)

What’s the deal with you and Triton?

MAX:

(matching fake-casual tone)

Just a couple of bros. (speaking normally) But neither

of us are straight, or to our knowledge, have ever even

kissed someone straight, so please don’t start throwing

things again.

LOLO:

But are you like... Dot Dot Dot

MAX:

You’re just gonna say the whole pause out loud?

LOLO:

(dramatically)

Then I must assume you’re lovahs.

MAX:

Oh gross.
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LOLO:

It’d be ok if you were. I’m not ragingly

possessive about anyone but Yan.

MAX:

What’s that about?

LOLO:

(like an outgoing voicemail)

I’m sorry, you’ve reached Camp Gaybones with Yan and

Lolo. We’re not available to unravel our complex social

dynamics right now, but leave a message at the beep and

we’ll get back to you in a haze of regret after Flaming

Shots and S’mores hour.

MAX:

Your summer camps must have been very different from my

summer camps.

LOLO:

I get that a lot. Let me show you where you can put

your stuff.

MAX:

We aren’t, by the way.

(off Lolo’s questioning look)

Triton and I. Dot dot dot? We grew up together. Family

style.

(beat, then more quietly)

If I’d known you would be here, I would have said yes

to the invite twice as fast.

LOLO:

(feigning nonchalance, pleased)

And if you look to your left, next to the drinks you’re

welcome to help yourself to, you’ll see the storm

window Yan destroyed in pursuit of a visiting bat.

Lolo leads the way offstage right, swaying their

hips just a bit. Max grins, grabs their bag, grabs

a bottle of something, and follows.

BLACKOUT
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Scene 5: The Bedroom

A bedroom in the cabin. Generally tidy but Max’s

weekend bag is thrown on a chair, shirts (not

pants!) have been shed, shoes kicked off, a stack

of magazines knocked over. Max and Lolo are

tumbled together on a love seat or couch. Either

or both is still wearing a binder or has recently

peeled out of one, maybe put an open button-down

back on. Max is sitting mostly upright, Lolo

draped across their lap looking content, though

discomfort is just below the surface. They’ve

clearly been making out and are just coming up for

air.

MAX:

See this is more like my summer camp.

LOLO:

Of course it was. (imitating) I’m Max, I’m tall, I’m

hot, everyone made out with me at summer camp.

MAX:

Not everyone. Not my first day, anyway.

LOLO:

Please tell me you had an awkward adolescence.

MAX:

Well first you should know, I was raised by drag

queens, so there was nothing not awkward about it.

LOLO:

Say what now?

MAX:

Ever play trivia at Patio?

LOLO:

Oh my god yes, I LOVE Louisa May Allcock!! You know

her?

MAX:

A bit. I call her mom, unless she’s onstage.

LOLO:

Holy SHIT!! And so Dusty Hedges--

MAX:

(a little rueful)

That’s my dad!
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LOLO:

(looking at Max with a new, awed

respect)

Wow. And they still sent you to summer camp?

MAX:

They wanted me to see how the rugged half lived.

LOLO:

I bet you killed it at arts and crafts hour.

MAX:

Mine was the sparkliest birdhouse.

LOLO:

Amazing.

MAX:

BUT, it wasn’t all boas and fishnets. When my mom

dropped me off, she told the junior counselors I had a

deathly allergy to peanuts and should never be left

unsupervised. And I wasn’t. Round the clock, 24 hours.

The next year, I told her I’d get whatever kind of

first aid certification she wanted in exchange for not

mentioning my allergy to the director. That’s when the

social life picked up. And where I met Triton.

LOLO:

You and Triton were camp allergy buddies!

MAX:

(nodding, rueful)

We were. We called our first band The Hives.

LOLO:

What was your first song?

MAX:

"Blister in the Sun," obviously

LOLO:

Thank goodness.

MAX:

Why, what did you think it would be?

LOLO:

I was just afraid you might not be dorky enough for me.

Max laughs and they both readjust to face one

another, each propped on an elbow.
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MAX:

What was your high school band name?

LOLO:

They Might Not Be Giants.

MAX:

oh man.

LOLO:

The saddest part--

MAX:

(teasing)

There’s a sad part?

LOLO:

Is that I was a solo act.

MAX:

You couldn’t find anyone else who wasn’t giant?

LOLO:

(shaking their head, mournful)

I was forever alone.

MAX:

Honestly, me too.

LOLO:

Come on.

MAX:

It’s true! I call it bartender syndrome. I’m just there

in the background, watching it all go by.

LOLO:

You mean brunch drama?

MAX:

In... any kind of queer social scene. My parents love

to be right in the middle of everything but it was

never that easy for me. Especially because I don’t--it

sounds funny now--but I don’t get involved with

customers, especially regulars. My version of

professionalism. And I work so much, it’s hard to meet

other people... I tend to feel like I’m not...

A very nice kiss.

LOLO:

Max, you’re a dreamboat.
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MAX:

Oh no.

LOLO:

What?

MAX:

I... really want to make a pun about boats.

Lolo feigns getting up to leave

Max takes Lolo’s hand and pulls them back,

semi-earnestly

MAX: (cont’d)

Hey, thanks for inviting me.

Lolo turns it into thumb wrestling

LOLO:

I’m glad you’re here, but I didn’t invite you--Triton

did!

MAX:

You did! I just couldn’t come, because Triton had--

LOLO:

Oh I did! In that case, you are extremely welcome--.

Max goes in for another kiss, Lolo is drawn in.

They both stop when they hear the crunch of tires

and a light slants across the blinds.

LOLO: (cont’d)

(deflated)

Yan’s back.

MAX:

(puzzled)

Yay?

Lolo gives them one last emphatic kiss then gets

up and looks around for their shirt.

MAX: (cont’d)

Don’t you want to talk about it even a little?

LOLO:

Did you ever have a friend who was just the best except

for their terrible taste in people?
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MAX:

Present company excluded?

LOLO:

(pauses to think)

No, I don’t think so. Yan’s long tolerance for me is

maybe to blame for Dave.

MAX:

What did he do?

LOLO:

Well he married them, for a start

MAX:

Ah--I always wondered if you and Yan were--

LOLO:

You and me and everyone else on our floor freshman

year. Yan’s the only person I’ve ever been jealous

about. I guess I can forgive the marriage, but not the

rampant dipshittery that followed. Everything Yan

wanted, Dave found a way to push back on. Stupid stuff,

like vacation planning and evenings out. The type of

stuff where you’re like "Who CARES actually?!" And then

the big stuff, like coming out--

MAX:

So they got sick of it, and left?

LOLO:

Something like that.

MAX:

But now they’re together again?

LOLO:

Who knows. Together, not together. The point is they’re

involved and Yan didn’t tell me. So now I don’t even

want to know.

MAX:

Maybe talking about it would help.

LOLO:

Help with what? I don’t know, and I don’t want to know.

I can sit here and not-know all on my own. We can keep

eachother busy--

They reach for Max, start to clamber in their lap

but Max takes Lolo’s hands and pauses.
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LOLO: (cont’d)

I’m just...I’m just not ready to hear it.

MAX:

Would s’mores help?

LOLO:

Max, you’re off the clock!

MAX:

I can heat sugar without logging overtime.

LOLO:

Would you do something for me?

They take Max’s face in their hands and kiss them

tenderly.

LOLO:

Would you go see if Yan brought the marshmallows?

In mostly mock exasperation, Max sets Lolo to the

side and goes to the door, buttoning their shirt

as they walk back out to the main room.
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Scene 6: The Porch

The porch/yard of the cabin exterior. Yan sits on

the porch. Max comes out of the cabin, still

looking somewhat mussed.

YAN:

(without looking back)

I told him to go home, Lolo, you can light the sacred

torch or whatever

MAX:

Hey--

YAN:

(surprised, but for only a second)

Hey--?!

MAX:

Turns out Triton--

YAN:

You’re the plus one?

MAX:

I should have realized--

YAN:

(putting it together quickly)

The epipens. Small anaphylactic world, isn’t it.

MAX:

(apologetic)

We heard your car. Lolo sent me to see if there were

marshmallows?

Yan gestures at the car.

YAN:

They’re in the front seat. Sleeping bags in the trunk.

Are they still pissed at me?

MAX:

I think the s’mores will help.

YAN:

Don’t let them light the shots on fire--just trust me.

MAX:

(pulls a long lighter from their pocket)

Already confiscated. How are you doing? Lolo told me

about Dave. I may have mentioned I’d seen him at the

cafe, sorry.
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YAN:

Ugh, don’t apologize. It’s my fault. I’m sorry, you

wound up in the middle of it.

MAX:

Child of divorce, I’m used to it. I think I still have

my school counselor’s number if you’d like to sit down

with someone who knows where you’re coming from.

YAN:

(laughing ruefully)

I hope you know, Max, that Lolo and I both love you

very much, and my friend Dave only wants the best for

you too.

MAX:

Juicebox?

Max offers a flask from their other pocket. Yan

takes it and sips.

Lolo says I can have my own room and a Playstation if I

tell the judge I want to live at their house.

YAN:

(groaning)

Too soon, kid.

MAX:

(taking the flask back)

Sorry.

YAN:

Lolo was my first queer friend, you know? We fell for

eachother in that intense way you only fall at that

age.

Max, a little taken aback, looks around for

something to do with their hands; pulls a bandanna

out of a pocket and wipes down the porch railing.

MAX:

Recognition.

YAN:

(Nodding)

We saw eachother’s queerness before anyone else did.

MAX:

And you were roommates?

YAN:

All four years. We hovered in that in-between not-quite

state of question marks and unsaid things.
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MAX:

Will they, won’t they, should they, shouldn’t they

YAN:

did that count or not? do people know? What would

happen if--

MAX:

But you were never together?

Max continues making bar back work for

themselves--setting beer bottles on the window

sill, stacking plastic cups.

YAN:

We were always together. Where does Lolo stop and where

do I start? We didn’t call it a relationship, but we

fiercely resented anyone who tried to come between

us--or even come along with us, sometimes. And then

after college, first they came to DC and then I did. We

knew better than to be roommates again, but, I still

hated everybody they dated, and they hated everyone I

dated.

MAX:

I got that.

YAN:

Lolo’s so open, you know, and so "out". Always has

been, even before transitioning. People hardly ever

look at me and see--you know. Certainly Dave didn’t.

MAX:

Where’d you meet?

YAN:

Some post-theater reception or something. We reached

for the last brownie and agreed to split it and next

thing you know I’m setting an alarm to wake up early

enough to get home from his place so I can get ready

for work.

MAX:

And Lolo?

YAN:

Didn’t actually hate him right away, which was a first.

But they didn’t take him seriously. Dave is so.. solid,

they thought it’d be too...too... domestic for me. But

it wasn’t. And then, it was. And then, I ran.
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MAX:

Lolo thought you were running back to them.

YAN:

To us, to whatever we were. I know they did. Maybe it

would have been easier if I had been. But I was running

to myself--not the myself that goes "out with the

girls" or takes sends all the in-laws birthday cards.

Who I was before. When I was just ... operating on

instinct.

Max passes the flask over again. Yan toys with it

but doesn’t drink.

YAN: (cont’d)

It wasn’t like I was closeted before. I told Dave I was

queer after we’d been dating a few weeks and started

sharing backstories etc. He took it fine. He was a good

sport at many a drag show. We fought over how much time

I spent with Lolo, but that wasn’t what split us up.

MAX:

Again, you don’t have to--

As they talk, Lolo appears behind them at the

screen door, quietly. Yan takes a big swig. Max is

listening with a rising sense of "I probably

shouldn’t be hearing this".

YAN:

I got pregnant. I hadn’t wanted bio kids at all, and it

just... happened. I was in shock. And he was totally

taken aback, just totally dismayed at how upset I was.

It triggered all this dysphoria about parenting that I

never saw coming. Then when I told him about realizing

I’m nonbinary, partly because of how wrong "mom" and

"mothering" felt, he was already wigging out from the

idea of becoming a father, at this all happening

without his control.

Yan takes another sip.

YAN: (cont’d)

That was what finally made him angriest. "I’m not gay,"

he said. "I’ve never even been attracted to a guy." I

told him, "I’m still the same person," you know, all

the usual stuff. He needed us to be a couple he could

recognize, not the one where I insisted everyone in his

family call me a "parent" and update their pronouns.

But still, I told him I wanted to keep the baby, and

stay together, but only on those terms. He was furious,

and then devastated when... I lost it anyway.
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LOLO:

You told me it was a false alarm. Yan--

Lolo bursts out of the screen door and crouches to

wrap Yan in a hug from behind. Max picks up the

flask and steps inside to give them some privacy.

YAN:

I couldn’t deal with a whole ’nother set of reactions,

or expectations. It was mine, whatever it was. It

was...it was ours.

LOLO:

I’m so sorry.

YAN:

I knew you would have wanted--

LOLO:

Of course I would have wanted--it could have been our

baby!

Yan pushes out of Lolo’s arms

YAN:

That’s exactly what I’m talking about. It could NOT

have been our baby.

LOLO:

(taken aback)

No, I know, I just mean--

YAN:

(still heated)

I liked being married. I liked being married to Dave. I

miss it. I miss him. This was never going to work out

longterm, you and I.

LOLO:

That’s not what this was about! I liked having you all

to myself again but I never thought we should

be...together together...

YAN:

I’m not the queer coven collective type, Lolo, I’m just

not. And if you’re honest with yourself, neither are

you.

LOLO:

You don’t know that. You don’t know that because I

don’t know that. That’s what this whole--
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YAN:

You think if you just accumulate enough people around

you, you’ll never feel alone, you’ll always have an

audience. Let me tell you, none of it lasts. And you

can handle that fear by holding on tighter, or by

letting go, but you can’t have both. You just don’t

want to make any hard decisions.

LOLO:

(angry)

That’s bullshit! I’m trying to make decisions! I have

to... to know for sure--

YAN:

(matching their anger)

Why? Why do you have to be the only 100% certain queer

person who’s ever lived?

LOLO:

(breaking)

Because who’s ever going to love me, if I don’t know

what I want?!

They hug again. Gravel crunching. More lights

panning across the cabin. Another car has pulled

up.

Lolo and Yan look up from their hug. Max flicks on

the porch light. Dave steps onstage from where

he’s just parked his car off stage, flinches,

holds his hand up to block the light, holding a

plastic bag with something inside, like you might

just scrounge up from the car as a flimsy excuse

to crash a party you weren’t invited to.

LOLO:

(icily)

Dave.

DAVE:

(just as cool)

Lolo.

YAN:

(surprised, not pleased)

Dave! Why did you come back?

DAVE:

You forgot the marshmallows.

LOLO:

(with outsized anger, especially given

Yan already forgot them once)

(MORE)
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LOLO: (cont’d)
Yan would NEVER--

YAN:

(holding up a hand to Lolo)

I did not forget the marshmallows.

DAVE:

(looking pained)

Well you forgot... something, and I thought you would

want it.

Lolo crosses to Dave and swipes the plastic bag

out of his hand.

LOLO:

What pitiful excuse did you come up with--is this--Why

would Yan forget their underwear in your-oh. OH. YAN.

YOU HAVE GOT TO BE KIDDING.

They throw the bag--out of which spills a pair of

Yan’s underwear, left in Dave’s car after some

vehicular shenanigans. It falls out onto the

ground, and Lolo storms back into the house.

Dave, Yan, and Max stare after Lolo and then back

at the underwear.

MAX:

I did wonder why it took you so long.

YAN:

Oh for fuck’s sake.

MAX:

(slightly surprised)

Looks that way, yeah.

YAN:

Dave, please go home.

Yan goes into the house after Lolo, leaving Dave

and Max staring at eachother.

DAVE:

I’m uh...I’m Dave?

MAX:

We met at the cafe? I’m Max.

DAVE:

Right! Right. Hi. Nice to--

(a pause. He tries for a casual joke)

(MORE)
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DAVE: (cont’d)
I thought this was a "no straights allowed" kind of

weekend.

MAX:

(tilting head, like "you can’t possibly

be saying what I think you’re saying")

....uh huh?

DAVE:

(dropping the facade, being awkward)

Oh! Right, Jesus, sorry. Have I seen you somewhere

else, like...I dunno, at the gym.

MAX:

(screwing with Dave)

So because I’m queer I must spend a lot of time at the

gym?

DAVE:

(reassured, not taking the bait)

Lay off--I’m always one step away from putting my foot

in it at the best of times, and when Lolo rattles my

chain...

MAX:

It’s easy to feel like a fish out of water around those

two.

DAVE:

Do you, um, guys have anything to drink around here?

MAX:

(screwing with him again)

Waiting tables is my day job, not my life’s work,

buddy.

DAVE:

(falling for it this time)

Shit, I’m sorry! I didn’t mean--

MAX:

Kidding. Here.

Max throws the bandanna over their shoulder again

and uncaps a beer for Dave. Dave comes to sit down

on the steps. Max opens a beer too, leans against

a post, above him. They both stare out at the

woods, bro-like.

DAVE:

(sheepish)

Thanks. So, what did I just walk in on?
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MAX:

They were... clearing the air.

DAVE:

Finally.

MAX:

Yeah.

A long pause.

DAVE:

What you have to understand is, I like Lolo! I think

they’re a good person! But they have been undermining

me with Yan since Day. One.

Max slumps their shoulders and hangs their

head--another person is going to unload on them?

MAX:

Dave--I’m just a bystander here--seriously, you don’t

have to tell me--

DAVE:

No, you’ve heard Lolo’s version of the whole thing, I

am sure, so you might as well hear mine!

Dave is a little hystrionic, building on the

momentum of Lolo and Yan’s outbursts. It’s pushing

comedy, that these three are so stressed and Max

is so calm.

DAVE: (cont’d)

I don’t know how I’m supposed to have a relationship

with someone who’s most significant ex isn’t precisely

an ex at all, but they’ll never be together and so

they’ll never break up. If the situation was reversed,

there’s no WAY Yan would have been cool with me talking

to my college ex girlfriend every day, and going on

vacations, and sleeping in the same bed when it got too

late to go home! On a Tuesday! Right in the middle of

the week!

MAX:

(mock serious)

Not a Tuesday!

DAVE:

And besides all that, I don’t think it’s so

unreasonable to date somebody--to marry somebody--and

to expect that person to stay who they are! I have

nothing against trans people or genderqueer, whatever

she--they are! I’m just not attracted to them!
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MAX:

(sighing, giving in, participating)

Aren’t you?

DAVE:

I don’t know! Does Yan even count? They don’t seem that

different from how they’ve always been!

MAX:

Are they supposed to be different?

DAVE:

Aren’t they? (interrupting Max, who’s about to speak) I

know, spare me the gender studies 101. I know I should

know better.

MAX:

You’ve only ever been attracted to one type of person,

your whole life?

DAVE:

Well no. But they were all women. As far as I knew.

MAX:

And I’m assuming you love Yan.

DAVE:

Of course I love Yan. I’ve loved her--them--since we

met, practically.

MAX:

Try this on for size--what if Yan’s always been Yan.

What happens if you’re already a person who’s attracted

to people who aren’t women?

DAVE:

It means... I guess... I don’t know. We don’t know

eachother, Max, so I don’t really know how you

identify--

MAX:

(not getting into that with this guy)

That’s ok.

DAVE:

(not the information he was expecting)

--but um, how did you know--

MAX:

(reversing it)

How did you know you were straight?
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DAVE:

I guess...I liked looking at girls, and when they

looked at me. And then (shrugs helplessly) ... puberty?

MAX:

Did you ever look at boys the same way?

DAVE:

I don’t know. Didn’t we all have a thing for River

Phoenix?

MAX:

We sure did. And did boys ever look at you?

DAVE:

I...I never noticed.

Max sits down next to Dave and gives him a long,

slow once-over.

MAX:

Not even....at the gym?

Dave gives an exasperated laugh and stands up,

takes a few steps into the yard, turns back to

Max, turns away again. Wrestling with something.

DAVE:

I guess. Maybe. I wouldn’t have minded, it just...never

occurred to me!

A beat

MAX:

I was really close with this guy, Beckett, in middle

school. We’d go to one of our houses every day after

school and just...wrestle, or sprawl on the couch, all

tangled up. We never talked about it. And when he

started talking to girls it... tapered off. But I

understand that friendship differently now.

Another beat.

DAVE:

(softly)

Maybe.

MAX:

Does that make you more or less inclined to be with

Yan?
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DAVE:

It has...it has nothing to do with it.

MAX:

And does that make you more or less straight?

DAVE:

What difference would it make? I want to be with Yan,

whoever... they... are.

MAX:

Exactly.

DAVE:

....huh.

MAX:

You want the truth? (Dave nods) It sounds like you need

more friends.

DAVE:

I have friends!

MAX:

Yeah?

DAVE:

I’ve got some buddies... we hang out...

MAX:

How many of them have heard you talk about any of this?

DAVE:

I mean we don’t really... we don’t really talk about

things like this.

MAX:

Honestly, I don’t think Lolo’s the one with the problem

here.

DAVE:

Lolo’s got problems.

MAX:

(laughs gently)

They’re not perfect, nobody is. But they’re loyal.

They’re...enthusiastic.

DAVE:

(looking up suspiciously)

They got to you, didn’t they.
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MAX:

Got to me?

DAVE:

I didn’t know it was that kind of weekend.

MAX:

(taking Dave’s beer)

ok, I think that’s plenty. Nobody’s having an orgy this

weekend. For one thing we don’t have enough people.

DAVE:

I wasn’t finished with--

MAX:

Secondly of the four of us, only the two of YOU are

actually getting laid.

DAVE:

Wait really? You and Lolo aren’t? The three of you, I

mean--I assumed this was mostly a trap for Yan but--

MAX:

It’s none of your business, but no. It’s not even 9

o’clock. And for your information, dumbass, Yan hadn’t

even told Lolo about you until tonight, just before you

walked in. They’re trying to figure out how to make

room for you.

DAVE:

That’s why they’re fighting?

MAX:

What are you so afraid of?

DAVE:

Yan leaving me.

MAX:

Didn’t they already leave you?

DAVE:

Well yeah, but that was because of how I screwed up.

After... she--they--wanted some time. And then...then

Lolo springs this transition on us...I thought

(defeated) that was the thing maybe Yan had been

holding out for. And Lolo was who they really wanted.

MAX:

(trying not to react to "springs this

transition" with contempt)

You thought...you thought the only thing keeping Yan

and Lolo--the inseparable Yan-and-Lolo--from being

together was some degree of... transition?
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DAVE:

I...

LOLO:

(with Yan, behind them on the porch)

Dave you’re an idiot

YAN:

Lolo.

DAVE:

No, they’re right, I guess. Yan, I don’t know what I’m

doing.

YAN:

(sympathetically)

I know.

LOLO:

(not sympathetically)

Everybody knows.

MAX:

Ok, I think you’ve done pretty much all the damage

you’re going to do tonight.

Max takes Lolo’s hand, and when they dodge, Max

physically herds Lolo back into the house while

they jump, yelling over Max’s shoulder.

LOLO:

By the way, having sex in a car is the STRAIGHTEST,

TACKIEST kind of sex. Nobody likes it. It would never

even OCCUR to somebody making QUEER porn.

Yan breaks into laughter. Dave holds a moment,

then laughs ruefully too.

YAN:

They’re lying. There’s no kind of exhibitionism queer

people haven’t made into porn.

DAVE:

You mean I should have been watching gay porn this

whole time?

YAN:

(genuinely surprised)

Dave!

DAVE:

Kidding! Sorry. I thought it’d be--(funny)
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YAN:

(coming close to give him a hug)

It was. You are! Dave do you trust me?

DAVE:

With... with almost everything.

YAN:

...fair. (a pause) Dave, you know I didn’t leave

because of anyone else. And I didn’t just leave because

you were being--sorry, but--a total shithead. We went

through something terrible, and it pushed me. Getting

attached to the permanence of something...it’s a great

way to get your heart broken. But getting attached to

the possibilities of something? To me, that’s the way

forward. If we do this, do this knowing today, I want

to be with you, and there’s nobody else. Tomorrow,

there might be somebody else, but... I think we can

still find a way to be together.

DAVE:

(doubtful)

I love you...(but)

YAN:

But there’s nothing keeping you from falling for

someone else either. And if you fell in love, or even

just wanted somebody else badly

enough--there’s nothing keeping you from that but your

own decision-making, right?

DAVE:

...technically. I guess.

YAN:

So if we both know the other one could fall in love, or

fool around, or walk out the door at any time, what is

there to be insecure about?

DAVE:

Did you hear yourself just now?

YAN:

I mean, we both have the same opportunities. I know

this is all new, and uncomfortable and really weird.

But I want us to talk about it. And Dave, Lolo’s always

going to be here.

LOLO:

(from inside the cabin)

You’re DAMN RIGHT
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MAX:

(also inside)

Oh my GOD.

The inner door shuts, hard.

YAN:

And if not here, very nearby. Apparently. But... you’re

here too.

Yan goes to kiss Dave, who leans in but stops.

DAVE:

Look, say I can agree to...to whatever you’re

proposing. Say I accept Lolo’s...proximity, and you set

some ground rules, and we go ahead and see what

happens. I just don’t know if--if I’m ready to "come

out"--I know this sounds fucking stupid but--it means

something, right? Us, together, the kind of couple you

want us to be--it’s not, it’s hard, for me, because

I’ve never thought of myself as--

The wooden door slams inward and the screen door

flies outward, emphatically, along with Lolo.

LOLO:

(fed up)

Dave, great news, you’re gay.

YAN:

(head in hands)

Lolo--

DAVE:

I--

LOLO:

No! Enough of this! Dave, you can relax, you’re just

gay! I don’t make the rules of Camp Gaybones, but I do

enforce them, and if you’re into a genderqueer person,

even if there’s only one genderqueer person you know in

the whole world and you knew them before transition and

you never kissed another guy or even GLANCED in the

living room while we were watching Queer as Folk for

the thousandth time--(big breath)--you’re gay. You’re

gay enough to be invited to the weekend. Just...shut

the fuck up, and be gay, and come play some gay

boardgames, you big damn queer. Nobody cares. For the

next 36 hours, just give it a rest. What happens here,

stays here. Because nobody cares. (a reset)

Now. Max is making s’mores and they’re gonna get cold.

(very severe) Don’t mess this up for me.
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Lolo flounces back inside and the screen door

slams behind them.

Yan and Dave look at eachother, a little

stupified. Yan holds out their hands like, "Well?"

Dave holds for a beat, then takes Yan’s hand.

Together they walk up the steps and into the

cabin.

LOLO (OFF-STAGE):

Who’s up for a round of flaming shots?!

After a moment, another shriek and the sounds of

breaking glass.

YAN:

It’s that fucking bat!!

LIGHTS OUT
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Scene 7: The Diner

Monday morning. Back at the cafe in the light of

day, sitting outside, Lolo and Dave are sitting

across from one another, looking hungover and

embarrassed about it. Dave is wearing a wrist

brace. Max is pouring glasses of ice water. Lolo

is wearing the hoodie that Max was wearing at the

cabin.

MAX:

I’m just glad we all crawled out of the woods in once

piece.

LOLO:

(cringing from the clinking)

Shut up Max.

DAVE:

(bleary, disapproving)

Lolo.

LOLO:

(no change in tone)

Sorry Max.

MAX:

It’s ok.

LOLO:

You look hot in those pants.

MAX:

You look good in my hoodie.

Dave buries his head in their hands.

DAVE:

Good grief.

Yan arrives back at the table, clearly having made

an urgent run to the bathroom.

YAN:

As I was saying. I think we all learned some important

things about ourselves this weekend. Some of those

things...we may never need to learn again.

Lolo raises their glass in a "cheers"

YAN: (cont’d)

Others...we may incorporate into our regular routine
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Yan gives Dave an amused, slightly leering glance.

After a faintly embarrassed pause, Dave raises his

glass in a "cheers"

YAN: (cont’d)

I think what’s most important is, we move foward from

here and stop making the same mistakes.

LOLO:

A bit rich coming from you, Mx "I like being married. I

like Dave. I like car sex. In the woods. Recline your

seat and mind the gearshift baby."

YAN:

Shut up Lolo.

DAVE:

Yan.

YAN:

Sorry Lolo.

Lolo takes a big gulp of water, looking smug.

LOLO:

And will you also apologize for doubting me?

YAN:

...you say that like I was wrong

LOLO:

(looking for backup)

Max!

MAX:

It was a very successful trainwreck!

LOLO:

(looking for backup)

Yan!

YAN:

Dave!

DAVE:

I concur with Max.

Dave gets up and lurches off stage to the

bathroom.

LOLO:

(conceding)

Things did get a little messy. Despite the fact that

nobody showed up at first.
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YAN:

Not quite nobody.

LOLO:

Fucking Dave. Every single queer person who made the

shortlist found another shortlist to be on. But

Dave--Dave had nowhere else to be.

Lolo raises their coffee cup in a "cheers"

YAN:

That’s my man! Do we need to talk about the

armwrestling?

LOLO:

(feigning innocence)

Why would we need to talk about the armwrestling?

YAN:

--Because you knocked over the entire counter of

drinks--

LOLO:

I guess, from a certain perspective, it was unnecessary

to armwrestle Dave.

YAN:

He sprained his wrist!

LOLO:

I only did it to impress Max. And Max was already very

impressed with me. Weren’t you Max?!

Max, passing by with loaded plates, gives Lolo a

repressive look and gestures with their full

hands.

YAN:

...But mostly because it took a long time to clean up.

LOLO:

Well it would have if we’d properly cleaned it up. We

will not get our cleaning deposit back, that is true.

But the s’mores were good.

YAN:

The s’mores were good.

LOLO:

Yan?
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YAN:

Yes, Lo.

The tension rises for a moment here--like Lolo is

not entirely sure what they might say, and neither

is Yan.

LOLO:

I’m not sorry.

YAN:

(long pause)

Me neither.

LOLO:

(lightening)

What I don’t want to tell you is. . . Dave was a good

sport.

YAN:

(acknowledging the said and unsaid)

Aw, thank you. He is a good sport.

LOLO:

I will not say I’m glad we decided to invite him to

join us, because I didn’t invite him, but his

instigation of Strip UNO..that was... inspired.

YAN:

Not least because it expanded your hoodie collection.

LOLO:

But then losing at Strip UNO--

YAN:

(agreeing)

Less impressive for Dave.

LOLO:

But... not un-endearing.

YAN:

I’m only sorry I was in the bathroom when you convinced

him to streak through the woods around the cabin.

LOLO:

The closing ceremonies must be observed.

YAN:

What the hell kind of summer camp did they send you to?
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LOLO:

I don’t want to tell you that either.

YAN:

And you got your dancing in.

LOLO:

I got my dancing! And my smooches. And none of the

answers.

Max reappears with two plates of food; Lolo looks

up excitedly

LOLO: (cont’d)

Well. Maybe one or two of the answers.

Max looks around to make sure nobody’s watching

and leans down to kiss Lolo, who giggles and pulls

their hood up over their head.

YAN:

Gross. Max did you--

Max pulls a bottle of hot sauce out of an apron

pocket and plunks it on the table, leaning in

whisper something to Lolo before leaving.

YAN:

(sighing)

What did they say?

LOLO:

(still giggly)

To meet them out back in 5 minutes for their break

YAN:

(shaking their head)

I’m very happy for you, you ridiculous creature.

LOLO:

Back atcha, friendo. And...I’m glad we finally talked

about... the baby, and everything.

YAN:

Me too. I mean don’t get me wrong I really really

didn’t want to tell you.

LOLO:

I know. (uncharacteristically serious) Yan, do you

still want to have a baby? I don’t mean "our" baby. I

mean...yours and Dave’s. Or like 50% yours, 25% mine,

25% Dave’s. Or we can find you somebody better--
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YAN:

I don’t know.

LOLO:

In the future, I will try to be easier to tell things

to. Or failing that, to create more opportunities to

eavesdrop, so you don’t have to actually say it to me.

YAN:

There may be a better backup plan but my head hurts too

much to think about it right now.

LOLO:

(antsy)

I’m sure it’ll present itself, if there is. How many

minutes was that?

YAN:

(indulgent)

Oh just go.

LOLO:

(grinning)

Don’t wait up.

LOLO dashes off in pursuit of MAX, who’s standing

outside the diner. YAN shakes their head and

watches Lolo go, stealing something off their

plate and then uncorking the hot sauce to pour it

on their breakfast. DAVE steps onto the patio, and

watches for a moment before coming to join YAN.

DAVE:

Where’d they go?

YAN:

Dave, let’s do it.

DAVE:

Do what? We’re in the middle of brunch--are you really

that into cars--

YAN:

Let’s move in together.

DAVE:

(cautiously excited)

Really? Are you sure? What changed your mind?

YAN:

(watching Lolo and Max playfully

thumbwrestle)

I want to be here, so let’s be here. Let’s go for it.
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Dave sits down and takes Yan’s hand, and kisses

it, not going to question a good thing. Yan smiles

at Dave but then looks down at their plate, trying

to avoid acknowledging an impulsive decision. Lolo

and Max kiss and back out of sight around the

corner of the building.

LIGHTS OUT

END OF ACT 1
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ACT II

Scene 1: The Apartment

One month later. Lolo’s apartment. It’s lived-in

messy, the way you get during the first month of a

relationship where you’re mostly stuffing things

in closets and clearing off surfaces and the only

laundry you really make time for is your sheets.

Living room with a sectional couch, a slouchy arm

chair, a kitchen/dining table that doubles as a

desk, kitchen counter, appliances etc (though

these can also be offstage if space is a concern).

Doors open off to a bedroom, a bathroom, a closet.

A little of the outside hallway should be visible,

perhaps with a railing to indicate this is

upstairs.

LOLO enters with bags of groceries, kicks off

their shoes, puts the bags down by the table.

Just as they start to wade into the bags to take

things out, a phone rings. They stuff their phone

between ear and shoulder and try to keep going.

LOLO:

Hi Yan, I can’t really talk--....--well that seems like

an overreaction, are you ok?--...--tonight’s not--

The apartment door buzzes with a syncopated rhythm

LOLO: (cont’d)

SHIT.

(they begin moving double time to get

things put away, get surfaces clear)

I’m so sorry, I have to go--yes, Max is--shit.

The buzzer goes off again. Lolo dashes to the door

and pushes the buzzer to open the outside.

LOLO: (cont’d)

(still listening to the phone)

Listen, you could always come join us, I’m sure Max

wouldn’t mind. We’re just going to--

MAX opens the door and scoops LOLO up in a warm

hug and kiss. The phone drops to the ground but

LOLO doesn’t even notice for a minute. They

separate a bit and each sigh heavily. LOLO

remembers their phone. MAX picks up the grocery

bag and gestures toward the kitchen before going

in to finish putting the groceries away.




